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t is important for the marketing industry to better understand the role of the un

conscious and emotions in advertising communication and shopping behavior. Yet.

traditional consumer research is not enough for su ch a purpose. Conventional paper

and-pencil or verbal declarations favor conscious pragmatism and functionality as the

principles underlying consumer decisions and motives. These approaches shollld be

combined wit h an emerging discipline (consumer neuroscience or nellromarketing)

to examine the brain and its functioning in the context of consumer choices. It has been

widely acknowledged that patterns of brain activity are closely related to consumers'

cognition and behavior. Thus. the analysis of consumers' neurophysiology may increase

the understanding of how consumers process incoming information and how they use

their memory and react emotionally (See "Three Types of Brain Wave Research on TV

Advertisements"). Moreover. as the majority of consumer mental processes occur bclow
the level of conscious awareness, observations of the brain reactions enable researchers

to reach the very core (which is consciously inaccessible) foundations of consumer deci

sions. emotions, motivations, and preferences.

Brain Waves Reveal Secrets ot Consumer Reactions

The 1990s was named the "decade of the brain." Antonio Damasio. an outstanding nell

roscientist at the University of lowa, said that more was discovered about the structure
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Three Types of Brain Wave
Research on TV Advertisements

" Referential Analysis: It compares various ads for a specific

produet category, such as body lotions. Together with the client, we

select a set of commercials representing different ways of talking about brands

and products. The goal is to collect various ways of showing the produet, using it,

presenting the demo, or cIosing the ad. Respondents watch the ads, and we examine

which ones have evoked the highest levels of emotions, involvement, and energization. We do

it not only for individual ads but also at the sequence level. This helps us to establish which

solutions are better than others, which manner of produet (or packaging) presentation stirred up

the strongest emotions, which demo caused the highest level of involvement, and 50 on. Such

analyses help us to create a kind of a benchmark for the category.

" Vertical Analysis: It decomposes the ad into image and sound. The sound track is further divided into

melodie line, voices or narration, and special effects. The respondents are presented the sile nt movie,

musie, voice, and the special effects separately. Then we integrate the various aspects of the ad and see

how the brain's responses change. This procedure lets us find out which aspect exerts stronger influence

on the ad's overall affect-the image or the sound. What is more significant-words or the melody?

Answers to such questions are extremely valuable when we want to formulate the so-called golden

rules to be folIowed by the agency in the future.

" Horizontal Analysis: We use it when alternative takes have been created before shooting the

commercial. These may be various creative solutions related to the way of presenting or using

the produet in the ad, such as plunging a spoon in yogurt or stirring coffee in a cup. The

subjects watch the alternative versions, and we check which of the alternatives have

the most positive effect on their brains. Interestingly, at the conscious level,

respondents usually find it difficult to decide which version is the best.

However, research findings show that detecting tiny fluctuations at

the subconscious level may contribute significantly to

more accurate and more effective advertising.

of the brain and

its effects on the

human mind dur-

ing those ten years

than during the entire

preceding cen tury. There

are two basic ways to find

out how a consumer's brain

responds to advertising and what

information is recorded. The first one is

neuroimaging that is closely related to functional

magnetic resonance. The other way is brain wave measurement

[electroencephalography (EEG)]. In this article, we will focus

on the benefits brought about by the brain wave analysis (see

"What Can We Learn from Brain Wave Analysis?").

Brain waves have been explored beginning in the middle of

the 17th century, since discovering that humans are controlled

by electric impulses. The first electroencephalograph was eon

structed in the early 20th century. It was a device measuring the

frequency of the electric current in the brain by the use of elec

trodes attached to a respondent's head. These frequencies repre

sen t brain waves referred to with different waves, depending on

their length. For example, delta waves are recorded in the state of

lethargy, alpha waves are detected during period s of relaxation,

and beta waves are associated wit h the state of active awareness.

EEG is olten called a willdow oj the //liIId, as it registers variations

in brain waves

produced by the

cortex. Now, 80

years after its first

public demonstration

by Hans Berger, EEG is a

very popular method used

by cognitive neuroscientists,

neurologists, and psychophysiolo

gists as a noninvasive and relatively in-

expensive method for measuring brain activity.

EEG has limited anatomical specificity and can only gather in

formation from the brain surface, not its deeper structures. Nev

ertheless, a great advantage of this method lies in a very high

temporai resolution, down to a submillisecond lewI. This enablcs

researchers to precisely detect changes in the brain activity that

are connected wit h rapidly changing stimuli. This feature is cru

cial for TV advertisements' analysis. Oetailed information on the

Sony Bravia commercial is presented in this article later III.

Frontal Asymmetry Model
Brain wave analysis reveals what stimuli elicit specific emotions.

In other words, an EEG test points to specific scenes, word s, and

sounds that make it effective. We may find out, and track in real

time, how su ch emotional engagement changes during the expo

sure to every single second of the presented ad.

,
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What Can We Learn from Brain Wave Analysis?

1) We can describe ads to an accuracy of a fraction of a second.

2) We can identify scenes that stir up the highest levels of emo

tions, involvement, and energization.

3) We are able to assess people's responses to various aspects of

an ad: image, sound track, words, and special effects.

Brain wave analysis provides a basis for the following recom

mendations:

1) Which version of the soundtrack will be the most appealing?

2) How to show the branding and the packaging?

3) Which version of the narration will be the most com peli ing?

4) Which version of the demo and packshot will evoke the high

est level of involvement?

5) Which version of the last three seconds of the ad will be most

energizing?

Emotional processes are assessed on the basis of the brain

wave analysis developed by Prof. Richard Davidsan from the

University of Wisconsin. A large body of research on the relation

bet\veen emotion and motivation has postulated the existence

of two overarching motivational systems that organize human

behavior. One system involves behavior prompt-

ed by a possible desirable outcome, whereas the

other involves behavior prompted by a possible

aversive outcome. In 1979, Davidsan proposed a

similar modellinked to research on frontal EEG

asymmetry during emotional states. He proposed

that the left prefrontal cortex (PFe) is involved in

a system facilitating approach behavior, whereas

the right PFC is involved in a system facilitat

ing withdrawal behavior from aversive stimuli.

In Oavidson's model. greater relative leh frontal

EEG activity has been routinely associated with

the processing of positive affects (e.g., while

viewing film elips containing pleasant scenes),

whereas greater relative right frontal EEG activ-

ity wit h the processing of negative affects (e.g., while viewing

film elips containing unpleasant scenes). To date, numerous

independent studies have confirmed the relationship between

emotion ar emotion-related constructs and asymmetry in EEG

activity over the frontal cortex [2].

What Does an EEGTest Look Like?

The room where the brain wave research is held has to be sound

proof and isolated from externa l electrostatic fields. Apart from

standard requirements related to target group selection, respon

dents in EEG research may not have any history of neurologi

cal problems; other contraindications inelude claustrophobia,

epilepsy, and leh-handedness. Respondents may not drink bev

era ges containing caffeine or take psychostimulant drugs 3 h

prim to the test. Before the proper examination, respondents are

informed about the whole procedure. A special cap wit h EEG

electrodes is then put on the subject's head. This preparatory pro
cedure takes about 3-4 min.

During the proper examination, a respondent is leh alone

in the room but is video recorded throughout the examination,
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which helps to control the testing conditions. The test involves

presenting stimuli on a computer screen. Typically, we begin

wit h displaying start-up stimuli to serve as a warm-up and base

line reference in the subsequent analysis. TV ads are always

separated wit h special boards functioning as buffers that calm

the subject's body aher each commercial. The stimuli are dis

played in groups wit h a rotated order of exposure. The recording

of psychophysiological signals is synchronized wit h the stimu

lus exposure time. At regular intervals, the examiner enters the

room to conduct special distracting tasks. Their goal is to over

load the subject's memory and to prevent rumination that could

lead to the consolidation of memories associated with the pre

sented stimuli. The proper examination takes 20-35 min. In the

conditions described above in 2006, a Sony Bravia TV ad was

examined to learn if a neurophysiological approach could help to
better understand consumer reactions.

The Case: Sony Bravia's "Balls" 2005 TV Ad

Background Information

In November 2005, Sony released its most outstanding and

compelling advertisement. The announcement of Sony Bravia

liquid crystal displays (LCOs) (their new prod

uct), was mad e during a short film featuring

250,000 colored bouncing balls (real. not com

puter generated) in the streets of San Francisco.

!ts message is Sony Bravia has the best color and

hence the best picture (see the full ad at http://

www.youtube.com/wa tch ?v=70rFY3H -u8w).

The tag line for Sony's campaign regarding

their range of LCO TVs proclaims "Color like no
other." Fallon London, the advertising agency

standing behind the project. did not have an

easy job. !t took months of planning and nego

tiation with city authorities and the police de

partment to receive permission to close off an

entire block. Finally, the entire team (including

Oirector Nicolai Fugslig, Creative Oirector Richard Flintham,

and Copywriter/ Art Oirector Juan Cabral) went to San Fran

cisco to complete the job.

Thousands of colorful bouncy balls catapulted onto Kearny

Street in San Francisco, and then jumped down Filbert Street.

Leavenworth Street, and other famous hilly streets. lWelve

streets were closed off all together. The balls were shot high into

the sky by special compressed-air cannons, while earth-moving

equipment poured thousands down the street. The cannons were

giant. each able to hold 5,000 balls. !t was crucial that these were

bouncy balls (chosen from a vast choice of all types of balls, in

cluding footballs, tennis balls, ping-pong balls, and others) and
that the balls' colors could be enhanced. The result was amaz

ing: A cascade of colors and movements nowed throughout sev

eral city streets. These balls expressed a vitality that couldn't be

shown by anything else. A pure and simple moment with visual

celebration of color was created by these balls. Balls bounced ev

erywhere (past road signs, cars, houses, and trees). Though look

ing innocent and sweet, these little objects can do some real dam

age, which is hard to imagine by watching the final result. That's
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FIGURE 1 The tlow ot approach/avoidance reactions, which represents the emotional engagement ot consumers.

why all the cars were props and the crew members were using

crash helmets and protective shields. The commercial ate up a

substantial budget: apart from the 250,000 balls, it took three

days and the work ol many people, e.g., 23 people in the camera

department although normally it is four for such

a project. In addition, 50 interns were needed to

help gather up the balls.

The campaign's debut was on 6 November 2005.

lt kicked off with a 2 min 30 s spot that took an en

tire ad break on Sky Sports just before the Chelsea

versus Manchester United game. Sony also pre

pared a shorter 60-s version that was used immedi

ately after the launch, for the first week, and then

in conjunction with a 30-s execution until 12 De

cember. The 60-s ad also ran in cinemas. Although

the ad took great efforts to produce, ultimately they

paid off. Thanks to the successful advertising cam

paign, Bravia sold out in the United Kingdom like

no other brand, and the ad was downloaded nearly

20,000 times in eight weeks. Sony's Web site was visited by more

than 3 million users, many ol whom also downloaded Sony-brand

cd content such as saren savers, photos, and the ad's audio track.

There was even a Facebook fan page created called "] Love the

Sony Bravia Bouncy Balls Commercial." Sony Bravia "BalIs"won a

Gold Lion in the Cannes Lions International Advertising Festival in
June 2006 and the Grand Prix at the Midsummer Awards in Lon

don in July 2006. Chris Willingham, accountant director at Fallon

London, said, "Sony made something that is so different from the

competition. Other firms are focusing very much on the technology

and doing some sort of rational communication, while this is much

more about connecting people emotionally."

Brain Wave Revelations

What was the secret behind the Sony Bravia ad success? Was

it the excellent shots by Joaquin Baca-Asay or the song "Heart

beats" by popular Swedish singer, Jose Gonzalez? Were there

any special effects that turbocharged the ad? To answer these

questions, we decided to conduct a neuromarketing test going

beyond verbal self-reports to analyze people's subconscious neu-

rophysiological reactions. Forty-Hve respondents represented

the target group for the fiat TV produet category. Each person
watched the commercial. and we recorded their brain waves

(EEG) at 500 times/s. This told us about the level of their emo-

tional engagement regarding each scen e from the

ad or the approach tendency as assessed by the

Irontal asymmetry model.

Our findings are shown in Figure I. The

opening scene (a distant shot of the city land

scape accompanied by a strong, elear sound of the

elassical guitar) elicits an intense approach reac

tion, Le., a positive emotion. It means that the ad

ha s stron g potential to stand out in a commercial

block. Just a moment later, beautiful images of

the bouncing balls and the accompanying music,
a bit melancholic, calm the viewers' emotional

responses (which, however, remain positive).

This positive attitude remains stable until a point

where we observe a genuine outburst of emotion.

What scene is it? Well, it is a shot that many people lrom outside

the advertising industry cannot even remember.

The emotional elimax comes in the 17th second ol the spo!,

when a frog leaps lrom a drainpipe and the neurophysiological

trace ol emotion surges. Some people say the scene was shot ac

cidentally, but the authors ol the commercial had a gut leeling
and decided to leave it in the fina l cut. This smali detail turns

out to be a peripheral cue, Le., an object on the conscious level
is considered less relevant or even irrelevant to the overall com

munication. Unconsciously, however, it plays a substantial role in

it. lt generates a strong positive response that lasts throughout the

rest of the spo!, Le., during the presentation of the product benefit

(inscription: Color), product display (inscription: Sony Bravia),

and in the fina! scene, where the slogan ("like no other") and the

brand (Sony) are presented. In a lollow-up tes!, we decided to

discard the 1.5-s frog scene and compare the lrog versus no frog

versions. We have learned that the frog scene elearly produced

positive reactions toward the benefit and brand inlormation [3].

Such neuroanalyses go far beyond conscious descriptions ol the

viewers' emotional experience. Could anyone predict that a frog
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FIGURE 2 Synergy of video and sound during Sony Bravia-"The Balls" ad.

would play such a crucial role? Would anyone expect tha' ,he part

presen'ing ,he benefi,s, produc!, and brand, Le., ,he informa'ional

part of ,he ad, would generale s'ronger posi'ive emo'ions ,han

the emo'ional. firs' part of ,he ad wi,h its beau'iful

views of San Francisco? The patiem of conscious,

self-reported emotional responses assessed during

'ypieal foeus group in'erviews was quite different.

Tha' is, ,he viewers liked ,he bouncing balls more

,ha n ,he produd informa'ion. S,iI! ,he brain wave

analysis shows that i' is ,he second part of ,he SpOI

,ha' is mare relevan' brainwise. Finally, could

anyone guess ,ha' ,he s'ronges' posi'ive response

would be elici'ed by a short animation jus, before

,he display of ,he logo? This "hypno'ie cirde" is

ano,her peripheral eue used in the commercial.

ance we ,racked the neurophysiological re

sponses to the spot and identified 'wo periph

eral cues (a frag and an anima'ion), we tried 'o

find out wha' was more import ant, ,he images

of San Francisco ar ,he song by Jose Gonzalez

(composed by The Knife)? To answer ,he ques'ion, we decom

posed ,he commercial and conduc'ed i's vertieal analysis. This

means ,hat ,he respondents ei,her wa'ched ,he image (wi'hou'

,he sound 'rack) or jus, lis'ened 'o the sound 'rack (Figure 2).

II IUrned out ,ha' wi,hoUl ,he sound'rack, ,he spot gener

a'ed less posi'ive emo,ions. The same was 'rue for ,he music; i,

brought about positive emotional responses, bu' 'hey we re less

frequently of statistical significance. aur observation that the

song "Heartbeats" on its own was not enough was confirmed by

the lact tha' the sales ol Gonzalez' album surged only after ,he

launch of the "Balls" campaign. 50 the spectacu

lar success ol "BalIs" was the result of a perfect

alignmen, ol two layers: the musie and the im

age. The whole is more than a sum of i,s com

ponents. One miglu say ,hat a combination ol

image and sound will always trigger more emo

tional reactions than any of the two by them

selves. However, this is not always ,he case. In

many previous neuromarke'ing research cases,

we have seen situations where the image did

much beller ,han ,he fuli version of the spo' or

the other way raund-,he music was the stron

gest component of the commercial and the im

age did not add any substantial value. In "BalIs:

the music emphasizes the rhythm and harmony

of the bouncing balls and pictures ol sunny San

Francisco complement aur pleasant feeling ol

bliss. 50, what is the secret of this ad? II is both the image and

,he music and two peripheral cues: a frag and a hypnotie cirde.

Conclusions: Neuromarketing Should
Promote Innovative TV Ads

We 'ried 10 demonstra'e how neurophysiological measures

could be applied 10 test advertising communication and the

II
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ef[ecliveness ol a crealive idea execulion. Con

ventional melhods provide conscious and ho

lislic judgmenls, whereas neurophysiological

melhods provide unconscious, analYlic. and

second-by-second evaluations. That is why Ihe

EEG tesl should be used as a source ol compli

menlary information 10 eSlimate a continuous

impact o[ key clements (branding exposure,

product scenes, demo animations, or voice

over) as well as to optimize [ormal artistic solu

lions (sound tracks, sound effects, and various

creative ideas) in copy-testing ads. Thanks to
such moment-W-moment measurements, we

may discover causal relalionships within adver-

tising communication to which methods based on traditional

verbal dala collection are lrequently blind. Sooner rather than

later, we hope su ch new measures will become a part ol a

standard research port folio that integrates traditional. verbally

based methodologies wit h new, nonverbal technologies.

Neuromarketing findings support an argument ol the sig

nificance o[ ernolions in advertising. These emotions not only

make the ads rnore likeable and pleasant but. most important

Iy, make them more persuasive productwise and brandwise.

The Sony Bravia sllldy shows that a seemingly irrational. emo

tilJl1al stimulus has an ability to create positive associations

belween the commercial and the product benefiI. II has been

discovered that the lrog scene turned out to be instrumental

in spite ol Ihe lact that it seemed irrelevant to the fiat TV prod

uct category. Indeed it is hard to imagine (particularly prior to

learning the outcomes ol this research) how to associate, on a

ralionallevel. a lrog jumping out ol a gutter with a high tech

nology product such as a plasma TV. Moreover, the duration

ol the rrog scene was approximately 5% or the whole ad, and

it still managed to produce a significant impacl. It is still an

other example or how a smalt peripheral element IlIrned out

to be a key moment in advertising persuasion. In one or our

studies, wc sl10wed that a subtle gesture, verbally neglected

by respondents on the conscious level. altered not only their

neurophysiological (EEG, electromyography, GSR) reactions

but also made a positive impact on the perception of a phar

maceutical product (re[]ected by the increase in the product

benefits' collscious evaluations) as well as on their purchase

oriented behaviors (re[]ected by the increase in the num ber

or shelf-test choices ol the product) 14]. In the future, as we

come into the possession of more or such cases, we would be

able to theoretically advance the concept ol three-dimensional

.' .

advertising in which such sublle, peripheraL

unconscious, and ohen utterly irrclevant cues

([rom the rational point or view) turn out to

be instrumental in driving purchase-oriented

behavior of consumers [5].

Although the notion or the leading role or

emotions in advertising is not new to mar

keting experts (who can intuitivcly sense the

role ol emotional peripheral stimuli), they

frequently lace difficulties in proving that this

phenomenon exists. It is because they use ver

bally based traditional methods. At the same

time, arguments provided by a brain wave
based, nonverbal method are elear, univocal,

and practical. The brain wave method that we presented here

equips researchers with an additional instrument to verify

and upgrade existing methods and to explore the area of un
consciousness and emotions. II is now self-evident that neu

rophysiological research may offer much greater control over

the creative advertising proccss, and eventually may promote
unconventional and more innovative creative solutions such

as the frog 16].
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